Manual Call Point Accessories

Back Boxes
The BB is the standard surface mounting box for all CX Call Points. The BBT includes four pairs of terminals to assist wiring where flying lead connections are used, or monitoring components are to be added to the circuit.

Spacers and Bezels
Spacers and bezels have a number of functions. The bezels have the same range of options as the spacers, but have an extra 10mm wide skirt to hide the ragged edges of poorly fitted flush wiring boxes.

CXBZ / 0 CXS / 0
These may be fitted to flush wiring boxes to provide extra wiring space. The back is open to allow easy cable access. The spacer may also be mounted direct to a wall and cables brought in via side cutouts. (Only suitable for cables not requiring glancing).

CXBZ / 0 / 4T CXS / 0 / 4T
Similar to the CXS/0 and CXBZ/0, but equipped with four pairs of terminals. The terminals may be used with products having flying lead connections, or as a first fix facility to terminate system wiring or components.

CXBZ CXS
These two units will act as adaptors to fit call points to the 60mm diameter round boxes requiring claw fittings.

CXBZ / 3T CXS / 3T
Similar to the CXS & CXBZ, but with three pairs of terminals to accept flying leads from addressable products.

CX Covers
All CX call points may be fitted with a polycarbonate flap for protection against accidental operation. Where extra security is needed a breakable plastic tie can be added to secure the flap.